Senior 3D Modeler
Full Time / Freelance

If you are a passionate Creative 2D
Modeler that wants to be part of an
exciting global projects we would
love to hear from you. You’ll be
responsible for the creation and
maintenance of clients and their
great decoration and funiture
collections.
This position requires at least +2
years of experience in 3D Modeling
and a great passion for aesthetic
and interior design.
We're looking for people who are
desperately
passionate
about
interior design culture, to be part of a
team that is delivering something
that’s never been done before
anywhere. fit with our ethos of
showing, the gumption to solve hard
problems and the desire to push the
status quo to the next level is what
we're ultimately looking for in any
role here.

Careers

The role
From our office in Barcelona or from any place around the world
you choose to live/produce, as a 3D Senior Modeler, you'll be in
charge of producing excellent mesh with a quality of detail,
proportion and technical balance that exceed the highest quality
standars of the market for interior design of furniture brands.
- Help improve the efficiency of our 3D product mode system.
- Cooperate with other partners in the production of new different
styles of mesh.
- Study and propose new ways to develop 3D mesh.
- Produce 3D models of the highest quality.

We offer
All of our employees enjoy of labor journeys very flexibles,
excellent bonuses and are constantly encouraged to learn. For us,
constant improvement is the way to access a lifestyle with internal
well-being as a purpose. We implement effiency methods from the
point of view of the personal purpose, putting the person as a
center ahead of values such as productivity, effiency and
measurement for economic purposes.
To apply
Please apply sending your portfolio and application form that you
can find in our web Careers zone to cv@visualizers.es with
‘Senior 3D Artist’ as subject.
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